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Dashboard Navigation and Settings

1
Navigate to the Dashboard View thru the 3x3

In ‘My Settings’ you can:
1.

Switch off the Dashboard feature (if you don’t use it). If you
do this, it will be removed from the 3x3 and will not be
available as a selection on any action menus

2.

Set your default landing page to Dashboard

Create a New Dashboard Chart
1
Click on ‘Create’

3

2
Choose the document(s) or
object(s) that you will be
monitoring using a
dashboard.

Meaningful dashboards can built
based on collections of
documents and objects that are
‘Treed’ to those that you select.

If you choose more than one,
a dashboard will be built for
each

Enter a search term here to find
the document (or other object) in
Tina that you will be creating a
dashboard for.

4
Click on ‘Link & Close’

Create a New Dashboard Chart
Clicking on ‘Add’ will take you back to
the search pane where you can choose
more to add to your dashboard.

Check the boxes in the grid
below and click on ‘Remove’ if
you added some by mistake.

1
Click on ‘Next’

Create a New Dashboard Chart

1
Choose the chart type you’d like to create:
1. Category & Lifecycle – bar chart with categories and lifecycles
on the x-axis and count on the y-axis
2. Category and Status - bar chart with categories and status on
the x-axis and count on the y-axis
3. Create New – Build your own metadata driven chart

Choose the chart type you
would like to create (in this
case, we’ll create a new
one)

2

Create a New Dashboard Chart

All categories are charted by default
(to choose specific categories, click
on the filter symbol). Each category
will be charted as a single bar.

1

Select the metadata
component you would like to
chart with the categories
selected (the component
selected will be presented as
stacked bars – one bar for
each category).
In this example, Lifecycle has
been selected.

2

Clicking on the filter icon
allows you to choose the
lifecycles of interest as well as
associated bar colours.

Create a New Dashboard Chart

2
Select your X-Axis data source
based on available metadata
for the categories you
selected.

1
Click on ‘Select X-Axis’ to
expose the available data
sources.

Create a New Dashboard Chart

2
If you choose a date based data source,
specify the range and interval you would
like to chart.

1

3
Click on ‘Save & Close’

Click on the filter symbol to
configure the X-Axis
(information presented will
depend on the data source
you selected).

Create a New Dashboard Chart

2
Dot the ‘Update Existing’ or ‘Create New’ as
applicable. Provide a name and description.

Click on ‘Save And Close’

3

1
If you’re planning on applying the
configuration you just created on future
dashboards, click on ‘Save Configuration’

Create a New Dashboard Chart

1
Click on ‘Create’

Chart Features Summary

Hover over bars to
expose component
information. Click on a
bar stack to filter the
results in the Files tab
and Latest Discussion tab

Latest Discussion tab
provides stream of posts
and comments for the
collection of documents

Files tab lists all
documents that are
‘Treed’ to the
dashboard

Expands chart and grid to
fill your monitor.

Removes (deletes) the
chart from your
dashboard

Make changes and
refinements to the
configurations of the
chart.

Filter icon shows yellow if
you’ve clicked on one of
the bar stacks (click on
the filter icon to reset).

Launches and presents
chart and grid in a new
browser tab

Drilling Down and Moving Around

2

1
Click on any bar in the stack to drill
down and filter the results in the grid.

To continue drilling down, open the dashboard for the
document (this action can be accessed anywhere in Tina
where you see the menu icon).

3
The Category Vs Lifecycle
chart is the default view
(unless you choose another
default – see the next slide).
Open in a new browser tab to
continue exploring, or pin
this chart to your dashboard
if you’ll be monitoring it
going forward.

Managing & Configuring

Lists all your saved configurations
(choose the one you would like to use as
a default).

All your saved configurations are
available here.

